








Intellectual capacity including factors of 
divergent thinking and special personality 

Recently, Recognized for definition of creativity      
by academia

It is not granted characteristics to specialist, 
Every human has 



Creativity is a natural talent can not  be improved  
by learning. 

Creativity is reserved for artists and creative 
workers.



imaginative idea
generation



All humans have the ability for creative 
potential 



What is creative engineering?

What is creative engineering design?

Differences between experiment and 
creative design



People are not born with creativity, it is developed.

Creative thinking techniques prove to be effective in 
creative engineering

Training Goals -> a structured to acquire improve 
creative thinking technique problem solving skills

Goals oriented are required in promoting additional 
abilities communities



that can get the same result as a 
objective way is a structured knowledge

Creative Engineering -> Objectified system of 
knowledge for creativity

-> Creative Design/Element 
Design/Comprehensive Design

Required courses for certification



-> Confirming the truth in a result 

-> Process of finding results of open 
problems

The difference between creative design, 
architectural design, mechanical design, and circuit 
design





PBL(Problem Based Leaning) and Team 
teaching

Creative thinking techniques and 
Presentation

Creative design contest and Portfolio



The Community needs more of  “What can you do” 
instead of “What do you know”

Problem of creative engineering is “Inconsistency 
between the current state and desired state”



Problem analysis and creative idea generation are 
the core of creative engineering design processes

The proposed idea is viable after thorough a 
process of presentation and discussion, competition 
and processing



Memory

Read

Hear

See

Hear/ See

Say Say/
Action



The result of projects will be exhibited to Growth
Participation and learning efficacy

The portfolio is a requirement for ABEEK, 
provided source such as competitions and awards 
photo to satisfied

















What is creativity?
Misperception of creativity
The dilemma of creativity and ethics

The creative engineering and creative engineering          
design

Differences between experiment/practice and creative  
design

Problem based leaning and team teaching
Creative thinking techniques and presentation
Creative design contest and portfolio 




